Mobility made for you

How to find the best mobile solution

shaping tomorrow with you
Digitization opens up fantastic new possibilities in all industries. It paves the way for innovative products and services as well as for the improvement of processes. New work and learning concepts also emerge to better coordinate the wishes of people and the requirements of organizations. At the same time, employees have more freedom to balance their work and private lives.

Mobile devices are playing an ever-increasing role in this development – because only mobility makes the implementation of flexible work and learning concepts possible. What's more, from the user’s point of view, the device largely determines the success or failure of such concepts. But which mobile device is the right one for specific requirements? The wide range of technical features available can lead to confusion.

**Your users have an impact on the success of your strategy**

With many years of global experience in delivering end-to-end solutions, we know that a user-centric approach is more promising than a technology-centric one.

We therefore recommend that you focus on the most important factors for your users when selecting mobile devices. The following factors are important when making choices across all industries: usability, durability, security, adaptability, reliability and connectivity. Also take a close look at the extent to which potential providers can flexibly meet your requirements – both in terms of technology, product selection and service offerings.

**Our recommendation:** When choosing mobile devices, focus on a maximum of five or six orientation factors. Weigh them carefully and take a close look at the details. The latter is particularly important because the details decide whether employees are enthusiastic about their mobile device – or not.
How Fujitsu makes you mobile

Fujitsu is committed to Digital Co-creation, blending business expertise with digital technology and creating new value with customers. As one of only very few providers worldwide, we offer you a unique combination of customer proximity, global service capability and technological expertise. We provide you with mobility solutions that are perfectly tailored to your requirements.

■ Fujitsu’s STYLISTIC tablet PCs, LIFEBOOK notebooks and CELSIUS workstations, equipped with the latest generation of Intel® processors and the Windows 10 operating system, are perfect choices for a human-centric workplace.
■ Proven business features, complemented with cutting-edge technologies, boost overall efficiency.
■ Groundbreaking security features offer user-friendly and comprehensive protection in mobile business environments.
■ Best-practice customizing and services along the entire product life cycle result in process improvements, extended product lifetime and significant cost savings.
■ Last but not least, as a long-standing business partner of industry and public clients, we speak your language and know which solutions can help you in your particular sector.

made4you

With made4you Fujitsu offers customizing services throughout the entire lifecycle. You can optimize mobile devices, starting with an individual lasered logo or by implementing an individual software load per user profile.

Windows 10 Pro means business.
What moves you?

Depending on the industry and job profile, it is the details and features of mobile devices that really make the difference. Here are tips for making users more productive and satisfied. Just click on the buttons to learn more.

Look for this symbol: 🌐
Products with this label are available worldwide.

Finance and Insurance

The development of innovative products and the improvement of sales and consulting processes have high priority. Real-time analyses and web-based tools are increasingly becoming standard when advising customers.

Healthcare

Digitization through e.g. e-health opens up many opportunities, but the main focus must always be on improved patient care, protection of highly sensitive data and cost-effectiveness. Security is also an important consideration.

Education

Modern, collaborative learning methods, such as a flipped classroom, are on the rise. At the same time, IT departments increasingly rely on business cases and demonstrable ROI when it comes to IT investments.

Manufacturing

Close collaboration with customers and partners offers enormous potential for optimizing the entire supply chain. Cloud, mobility, augmented reality, AI and analytics open up new opportunities.

Transportation and Aviation

The use of mobile data enables the optimization of routing for better traffic flows. Biometric identity management is becoming increasingly important in aviation. Flexible, secure mobile devices are in demand.

Public Safety

Working conditions are often very tough and cramped – both in emergency vehicles and on site. Mobile devices must meet the highest demands in terms of ruggedness, reliability, performance and connectivity.

Local and State Government

Mobile services are the cornerstone for the establishment of the digital government. Rugged mobile devices that provide easy access to information and unlimited connectivity give employees the flexibility they need.
Innovative features for optimized mobility

- Multiple state-of-the-art security options for data and access protection – e.g. palm vein sensor, embedded TPM, smart card support
- The latest wireless technology ensures that you are always connected and have reliable access to data.
- Intuitive user interface with pen and touch technology allows for a natural working and consulting experience.

The latest generation of Intel processors delivers excellent performance for presentations and analytics.

Finance and Insurance

Consultants, especially in the area of wealth management, often work at many different locations – they need extremely mobile and ergonomic workplaces equipped with wide-ranging features and functionality. The FUJITSU Tablet LIFEBOOK P728, an ultra-light (1.2 kg), high-performance 2 in 1 device, is just the thing for smart applications! It features multi-touch input and has a very sensitive Wacom Digitizer pen.

In investment consulting or asset management, your mobile office should offer high flexibility, be able to handle the most demanding tasks and offer maximum security for sensitive data – no matter where you are. The remarkably slim and lightweight FUJITSU Notebook LIFEBOOK U7 Series is just the right choice to satisfy these requirements. It features enterprise-grade security options, and with the optional integrated PalmSecure® sensor it provides unique protection for sensitive data.

Innovative features for optimized mobility

Consultants, especially in the area of wealth management, often work at many different locations – they need extremely mobile and ergonomic workplaces equipped with wide-ranging features and functionality. The FUJITSU Tablet LIFEBOOK P728, an ultra-light (1.2 kg), high-performance 2 in 1 device, is just the thing for smart applications! It features multi-touch input and has a very sensitive Wacom Digitizer pen.

As an appraiser, you are usually called in when complex cases need to be assessed and regulated. The perfect mobile office should be extremely powerful and versatile for these purposes. The FUJITSU Tablet STYLISTIC V727 provides ideal support in such situations. It combines the flexibility of a durable tablet with the power of a notebook – and transforms into a full-fledged office system in no time with the magnetic backlit keyboard. In combination with the flipcase it is also your digital briefcase!

Flexible Business Companion with Fan-less Design

In investment consulting or asset management, your mobile office should offer high flexibility, be able to handle the most demanding tasks and offer maximum security for sensitive data – no matter where you are. The remarkably slim and lightweight FUJITSU Notebook LIFEBOOK U7 Series is just the right choice to satisfy these requirements. It features enterprise-grade security options, and with the optional integrated PalmSecure® sensor it provides unique protection for sensitive data.

Natural writing experience

Write as naturally on Fujitsu notebooks and tablets with the new generation 4K stylus as you would on paper. This is simply ideal for contracts and digital signatures.
Healthcare

Innovative features for optimized mobility

- **Great adaptability** from device size to expansion options such as card readers or custom shells.
- **Tough and hygienic** – features such as disinfectable displays and anti-microbial keyboards help meet hygiene requirements.
- **The latest generation of Intel processors delivers excellent performance** for presentations and analytics.
- **Security options** such as palm vein sensor, embedded TPM and smart card support ensure patient data security.

Optimized data input and real-time information have an impact on the quality of healthcare processes. The ideal mobile device for the busy hospital routine should therefore ensure convenient and safe handling in every situation.

The **FUJITSU Tablet STYLISTIC Q738**, an extremely robust and secure 2 in 1 detachable, offers this convenience. It is very very portable and turns into a full-featured notebook in no time. In addition, touch and pen support with 4K pressure levels makes data input very flexible.

The trend today is toward the Lean Hospital – where efficiency, quality of service and patient safety must be reconciled. This requires solutions that provide a continuous flow of information and complete access to patient information.

The **FUJITSU Notebook LIFEBOOK E Series** family supports processes in hospital management with outstanding performance, not to mention high security and maximum cost efficiency.

Caring for patients in hospitals often involves a lot of stress. Doctors and nursing staff must react to constantly changing working conditions with a high degree of accuracy.

The lightweight **FUJITSU Tablet STYLISTIC V727** is the perfect choice for healthcare environments. Its glare-free FHD display ensures good legibility at all times and pen support makes writing easy.

Fujitsu recommends Windows 10 Pro.

**Windows 10** means business.

Flexible Business Companion with Fan-less Design

Reliable Business Performer

The Fujitsu Notebook LIFEBOOK E Series family supports processes in hospital management with outstanding performance, not to mention high security and maximum cost efficiency.

Fujitsu recommends Windows 10 Pro.
Encourage creativity and cooperation, and motivate students to develop something new together – it’s easy with the right device. All you need is a versatile mobile device that can also be used for challenging tasks.

The FUJITSU Tablet LIFEBOOK P728 supports multi-mode work styles with ease and is ideal for demanding design and illustration applications as well as touch and pen support.

Mobile devices that can be operated intuitively and enable barrier-free collaboration are a prerequisite for the flipped classroom. With a versatile 2 in 1 you can provide learners with the right equipment for this purpose. The FUJITSU Tablet STYLISTIC R727 with touch and pen support is particularly suitable here. On the 12.5-inch (31.8 cm) anti-glare display users can write, paint and sketch.

LIFEBOOK P728
Multi-mode Productivity

STYLISTIC R727
Unlimited Usability and Productivity with 2 in 1

Obsolete, space-consuming desktops can still be found in many educational institutions. Simply replace such devices with a mobile all-rounder that can be used for a wide variety of learning objectives.

The FUJITSU Notebook LIFEBOOK A Series is perfect for that. It provides ample power for standard applications, modern connectivity and battery power for up to 10 hours – at an unbeatable price.

Students in areas such as design, engineering and architecture need a notebook that offers one thing above all: maximum graphics performance. The FUJITSU Workstation CELSIUS H780 has all the options you could wish for. This mobile workstation is ready for virtual reality thanks to NVIDIA® Quadro® P3200 graphics.

LIFEBOOK A series
Essential Daily Partner

CELSIUS H780
Mobile Workstation meets Virtual Reality

Fujitsu recommends Windows 10 Pro.

Windows 10 Pro means business.
Manufacturing

Innovative features for optimized mobility

The latest wireless technology ensures that you are always connected and have reliable access to data and web-based applications.

Durable battery power keeps you flexible even on long workdays or in the field.

A wide range of devices makes sure that you get the right device for every application.

The latest generation of Intel processors delivers excellent performance for demanding applications such as the analysis of production data.

Windows 10 Pro means business.

Fujitsu recommends Windows 10 Pro.

Anyone who has to work in production control or in the field needs a device that is easy to handle and extremely robust. The device must function reliably at high altitudes, at very low or high temperatures, in dusty conditions, at high humidity levels or even under vibrations. The FUJITSU Tablet STYLISTIC Q738 can handle these challenges. It combines the mobility of a tablet and the productivity of a notebook in one device that is slim, robust and weighs only 796 grams.

If you frequently perform tests or inspections in the field, you must analyze and record many facts. To do this, you need a simple and flexible mobile device that functions as your digital journal. The FUJITSU Tablet STYLISTIC V727 gives you this mobile convenience and is also ideal for use under tough working conditions thanks to its robustness. It provides pen support and is instantly transformed from tablet mode into a full-performance notebook.
Travel light

Exchangeable batteries are an important feature for light travelers – take Fujitsu notebooks and tablets along without any need for a battery charger!

During repair and maintenance service engineers must inspect every vehicle, aircraft or system component with in-depth precision. Due to the often difficult working conditions, they require a light and very easy to handle device. The FUJITSU Tablet STYLISTIC Q738, an extremely robust and secure 2 in 1 detachable, is the ideal device for this scenario. Its FHD display provides for very good legibility and can be used intuitively with pen and touch support.

Flight management is one of the most important challenges facing today’s pilots. They require a lot of information that must be available immediately, such as navigation data, airport plans, operating instructions and fuel consumption data. The FUJITSU Tablet STYLISTIC R727 is the ideal electronic flight bag that makes life in the cockpit much easier. The sleek 2 in 1 device with FHD display, plus pen and touch support, is as powerful as a notebook and as handy as a writing pad.
Public Safety

Innovative features for optimized mobility

- **Security options** such as palm vein sensor, embedded TPM and smart card enable reliable identity management.
- **Long product life cycles** guarantee support for many years.
- **Superior service**, available with many different options, is the basis for service and maintenance solutions perfectly tailored to customer needs.
- **Tough testing procedures** ensure maximum reliability and damage protection, thus resulting in fewer repairs.

**Windows 10** Windows 10 Pro means business.

Mobile devices are far superior to classic notepads in accident and criminal investigations. They allow investigators to work seamlessly at the scene and in the office, thus saving a lot of time. As a 2 in 1 detachable for tough working conditions, the FUJITSU Tablet STYLISTIC Q738 offers the flexibility of tablet mobility and notebook productivity in one device with pen and touch support.

Reliable localization in emergencies saves lives. To perform this task effectively, firefighters need a very robust, yet easy-to-use mobile device that supports GPS. The FUJITSU Tablet STYLISTIC V727 offers these features along with perfect visibility indoors and outdoors, with battery runtime of up to 10 hours for long operation, as well as the option of extending the runtime with an easily exchangeable spare battery.

Inside operations centers it is often very hectic. That’s why emergency teams need a mobile device that is powerful and can be operated flexibly and intuitively at the same time. The FUJITSU Notebook LIFEBOOK E Series offers flexibility and convenience combined with a full set of interfaces and high-end security options for protecting data.

**FUJITSU Tablet STYLISTIC R727** provides go-anywhere connectivity with optional embedded 4G/LTE and NFC, and ensures reliability even under the most difficult work conditions.

The time factor is often decisive in emergencies. Emergency personnel who have to process cases on site and exchange data immediately need a very reliable mobile device with first-class connectivity. With the FUJITSU Tablet LIFEBOOK T938 you have the best connections everywhere. It provides ultimate mobility with optional 4G/LTE (including GPS), WLAN, Bluetooth and the highest security levels.
End-to-end solutions from a single source relieve customers in IT projects and reduce IT costs.

Great adaptability from device type to mounting options for optimum productivity in any job.

Tough testing procedures ensure maximum reliability, protect against damage and result in fewer repairs.

End-to-end solutions from a single source relieve customers in IT projects and reduce IT costs.

Intuitive user interface with pen, touch and keyboard options allows for a natural experience similar to working with pencil and paper, but far more superior.

Innovative features for optimized mobility

Building inspectors can work more efficiently if they have immediate access to building plans, permit applications and more from anywhere. A robust mobile device with good connectivity makes it possible.

The semi-rugged and secure 2-in-1 detachable FUJITSU Tablet STYLISTIC Q738 meets these demands with its FHD anti-glare display, multi-touch input options plus optional 4G/LTE and NFC.

Great adaptability from device type to mounting options for optimum productivity in any job.

If employees from the road authorities can coordinate projects and submit status reports on the move, citizens ultimately benefit from fewer traffic jams. A versatile mobile device is just right here.

The lightweight FUJITSU Tablet LIFEBOOK T938 2 in 1 device with bi-directional rotatable display provides ultimate mobility with optional 4G/LTE (incl. GPS), WLAN, Bluetooth.

Tough testing procedures ensure maximum reliability, protect against damage and result in fewer repairs.

End-to-end solutions from a single source relieve customers in IT projects and reduce IT costs.

Intuitive user interface with pen, touch and keyboard options allows for a natural experience similar to working with pencil and paper, but far more superior.
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Building inspectors can work more efficiently if they have immediate access to building plans, permit applications and more from anywhere. A robust mobile device with good connectivity makes it possible.

The semi-rugged and secure 2-in-1 detachable FUJITSU Tablet STYLISTIC Q738 meets these demands with its FHD anti-glare display, multi-touch input options plus optional 4G/LTE and NFC.

Great adaptability from device type to mounting options for optimum productivity in any job.

Tough testing procedures ensure maximum reliability, protect against damage and result in fewer repairs.

End-to-end solutions from a single source relieve customers in IT projects and reduce IT costs.

Intuitive user interface with pen, touch and keyboard options allows for a natural experience similar to working with pencil and paper, but far more superior.

Innovative features for optimized mobility

Building inspectors can work more efficiently if they have immediate access to building plans, permit applications and more from anywhere. A robust mobile device with good connectivity makes it possible.

The semi-rugged and secure 2-in-1 detachable FUJITSU Tablet STYLISTIC Q738 meets these demands with its FHD anti-glare display, multi-touch input options plus optional 4G/LTE and NFC.
More information:
https://workplace.global.fujitsu.com/